From personal journeys to touching tales of love and hope, caregivers, families and healthcare providers will greatly benefit from hearing speakers such as film critic LEONARD MALTIN, who has written about the impact his Parkinson’s disease diagnosis has had on their daily life and family dynamic. Caregiver and advocate KIM CAMPBELL, widow of music legend Glen Campbell, shares their personal struggle with Alzheimer’s disease and how she turned her family’s loss into an enduring mission to help others.

To be well is to be mindful. CBS News Medical Contributor DR. TARA NARULA, a practicing cardiologist, connects mindfulness to medicine, underscoring the benefits of meditation and other practices to physical health and disease prevention. Media personality, cancer survivor and unstoppable optimist SAMANTHA HARRIS draws from her new book, Your Healthiest Healthy, to share actionable ways to maximize your health and to attain positivity, resiliency and “gratiTUDE.”

From wearable technologies to a Walking Art Gallery, these speakers show that patient engagement comes from creating connections. Digital health expert LYGEIA RICCIARDI energizes audiences with her passion and vision for using digital health and cutting-edge tools and technology to empower people to live healthier lives. Art, media, social media and digital platforms enable to create a patient voice in health information technology. When REGINA HOLLIDAY shares her breathtakingly impactful artwork and emotional personal story for improving the patient experience.
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Viewing health equity from national policy to profound personal impact, these speakers take on a complicated issue with depth and insight. Attorney and health policy expert DANIEL E. DAWES, a recognized leader in the health equity movement, addresses the policy issues impacting our most vulnerable and underserved populations. Best selling author and corporate HR leader STEVE PEMBERTON shares his story of how a flawed health care system played a tremendous role in shaping his life and how everyone should be given a fighting chance to be healthy and happy.
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